
Happy New Year!

While 2022 marked a frustrating year for investment returns, we remain
optimistic that 2023 will deliver better returns for a variety of reasons
including a less hawkish Fed, favorable valuations, and historical statistics
that show bad years are usually followed by good years (see 60/40 chart
below). With that said, we are mindful of the current fundamental
challenges facing our economy today including still elevated inflation,
corporate profit headwinds, and ultimately a likely recession. One point to
remember though is that bear markets in general bottom before the official
end of recessions given equities forward looking nature. 

Since 1928, the S&P 500 Index has only fallen for two straight years on
four occasions (i.e., 4 out of 94 years – 4% odds). These instances
include The Great Depression, World War II, the 1970s oil crisis, and dot-
com bear market. As shown below, big up years have historically followed
large down years such as the one in 2022.

For the first half of 2023, we believe the S&P 500 will remain under

pressure as the 2022 bear market enters its 13th month since it began on

January 3rd, 2022. With that said, we do believe there is a good chance
that the S&P benchmark bottoms at some point this year before the end of
the second or third quarter, and therefore puts an end to the current bear-
market. We also believe 2023 will be a much better year for bonds as the
Fed slowly stops its rate hike campaign.

Market inflection years, whereas a bear market ends, and a bull market
begins (or vis versa), are usually very difficult to predict compared to
other, less volatile years. As previously mentioned, bear markets have
historically bottomed before the official end of a recession. The National
Bureau of Economic Research, or NBER, is the official arbitrator of
recessions and the group still hasn’t said whether we’re in a recession.
NBER has historically announced recessions 6-12 months after the
recession officially began so considerable lag should be expected in 2023
as well.

Positioning Portfolios for 2023

In anticipation of a market inflection year, we start the year relatively
defensively positioned in stock and bond selections heading into a likely
market bottom. From there we would then start adding back risk after we
feel the worst is definitively behind us. Remember, some of the best stock
market returns occur directly after its worst returns, a common dynamic at
bear market lows.  

In 2022 we upped our defensive positioning by lowering our weights to
higher risk cyclical sectors such as technology-growth stocks. From there
we upped our defensive sector weights that included increasing our
dividend paying value stock exposure. Last year, we also lowered our
international exposure as geopolitical risks in Ukraine and China took the
center stage. All these moves helped our portfolios’ protection on the

downside in the 2nd half of 2022 and now heading into the first half of
2023. If the market does indeed enter a new bull market at some point this
year, we would then look at adding back risk to take advantage of the
tremendous potential opportunity at market bottoms.

While the investment landscape is still navigating a difficult environment
heading into 2023, we believe we are in the later innings of the bear
market cycle and are therefore optimistic for better returns in the later part
of the year.

Wishing you and yours a healthy and prosperous 2023!
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